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INTRODUCTION

The question of violation of muon number conservation is one which has

occupied considerable attention and resources in recent years. The first

generation of experiments at the medium energy accelerators has now been

completed and the next generation of experiments is ready to begin. In

this talk I will review the history of muon number conservation, including

the reasons for our present belief that the conservation law may not be

exact. We will then examine the experiments that have been completed in

the last few years. We will look carefully at the new experiments that are

being mounted and planned at several laboratories. Finally, the relation-

ship of these types of experiments to other studies, such as searches for

neutrino oscillations, will be considered.

As many of you know, while I have participated .1 these experiments in

recent years, I am no longer directly involved. Therefore to some extent I

should qualify as a neutral observer. I shall try to give a point of view

that, if not entirely unbiased, is at least disinterested'

MUOK NUMBER CONSERVATION

As is well known, the discovery of the muon was unexpected. Its

properties appeared to be identical to those of the electron, except for

having much greater mass. Tc some extent we are still trying to answer the

question of why the muon exists, only the question is now usually posed

differently. One speaks now of understanding the different generations of

lepton flavors.

By the late 1950's, there was growing evidence that at least one property

did distinguish the tnuon. from the electron. There was no evidence for t-he

following decays and reaction:

U •* e y (1)

V* -+ e+e+e" (2)

V +Z •* e +Z (muon-electron conversion). (3)
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At that time the branching ratio limits were approximately lO""4 or a little

better, but the evidence for a new conservation law was not conclusive. This

was because of the difficulty of calculating (1), (2), and (3) with the non-

renormalizable weak interaction theories then in use. Integral cutoff

parameters introduced sufficient uncertainty into the calculations so as to

make the comparison with experiment inconclusive.

The definitive experiment that led to introduction of a new conservation
2

law was done at Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1962. It was found that

the neutrinos emitted in it decay could produce muons, but not electrons:

+ +
v -*• \i + v

LA v +Z ^ e~+. . .

v v +Z -* V ^ . . .

One was thus led to the idea of muon number conservation; that is, in

addition to conservation of lepton number, a separate conservation of lepton
3

flavors was required. All evidence so far is consistent with an additive

muon number conservation law, although it is useful to remember that a

multiplicative law has not been strictly ruled out. Certainly one generally

now assumes that the conservation law is additive.

There has been continuing improvement in the branching ratio limits of

processes (1), (2), and (3), as well as in other tests of muon number con-

servation. I will discuss here the tests that have been performed at the

medium energy laboratories and will not, for example, discuss strangeness-

changing reactions and decays. Actually, from approximately the mid-1960's

until the late 1970's, there was relatively little improvement in the branching-

ratio limits. This situation changed drastically in 1977, for two reasons.

1) The commissioning of the three "meson factories" (LAMPF, SIN, and

TRIUMF) made it possible to investigate muon number violating

processes with much greater precision. In fact, a very preliminary

report (actually a few rumors!) of a possible positive result from

a v •*• e y search at SIN, although later shown to be false, served

the very useful purpose of getting the attention of the physics world.
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2) More importantly, it was recognized about the same time that there

are sound theoretical reasons for believing that muon number should

not l.-.e a strictly conserved quantity.

The current theoretical situation as regards muon number conservation

dessrves some comment. (I emphasize the word "comment" because this is not

the place and I am not che person for a complete review of the subject.)

The so-called "Standard Model" of weak and electromagnetic interactions, due

to Weinberg, Salam, and Glashow, contains no violation of lepton flavor

conservation. However, when one tries to include the strong interaction in

the unification (the unfortunately named Grand Unified Theories (GUT's))

violation of several previously conserved quantities becomes possible and

perhaps even probable. These are

Lepton Flavor Violation

Lepton Number Violation

Baryon Number Violation

Non-zero Neutrino Masses

All of these are presently under active investigation. Lepton flavor

violation is of course the topic of this talk. Lepton number violation is
5

being investigated through the search for neutrino-less double beta decay.

Searches for baryon number violation, through proton decay or neutron-
6

antineutron oscillations, are presently beginning in earnest. Non-zero

neutrino masses are being investigated through direct searches as well as

through searches for neutrino oscillations.

An obvious question is, to test the current GUT's, which of these

processes should one search for? The answer turns out to be extremely model-

dependent. That is, in some models a conservation law may indeed not strictly

hold, but the predicted violation is so small as to be unobservable in practice.

The same model may predict a quite observable rate for another "forbidden" pro-

cess. However, the situation may be reversed for a different model.

B
As an example of these ideas, consider the "standard" S0(10) GUT.

This model predicts bary°n number violation that may indeed by observable

in proton decay experiments in the next several years. It also predicts a

negligibly small rate of lepton flavor violation. However, SO(10) models
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can break down to a model involving SU(2) X SU{2) X U{1), which would allow

L R
lepton flavor violation at rates comparable to present limits.8

In the absence of clear guidelines from theory (and probably also for

somewhat philosophical reasons) the approach of experimenters has been to

view all of these searches as important. They are fundamental experiments and

the clear observation of any of the "forbidden" processes would be of enormous

value for the current generation of theories.

Even if a theory does predict that lepton flavor violation may occur at

observable levels, the relative rates of processes (1), (2), and (3) are

quite model-dependent. There are of course unitarity-type limits on the

relative rates of the processes. For example, if JJ •* e y were observed at

a certain level, one could treat the y •* e v vertex as phenomenological and

predict the y -+ e e e rate using a virtual photon producing a real pair.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus the y -* e e e rate would be a lot
+ 4 9

(- a) smaller than the y •* e y rate, but finite. However, there are models

that predict a u •* e e e rate even greater than the y -+ e y rate. Once

again, the approach taken by experimentalists has been to search for all

muon number violating processes as sensitively as possible. We will now look

at some of the recent experiments.

RECFNT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Present limits on several muon-number violating processes are shown in

Table 1. The list is somewhat selective, but does include the best current

limits as well as a few other recent measurements. With the exception of

the y •+ e e e limit, all of the measurements have been completed since the

renewed interest in this subject started in 1977. Thus the y •+ e e e

limit probably has the greatest room for improvement; as we shall see, this

is reflected in plans for upcoming experiments. The listed limit for

y + e YK comes from a separate analysis of a search for y -> e y at TP.IUHF.

The last entries in the table, results of searches for y~Z -* e Z , de-

serve some comment. First, the physics issues are somewhat different than

for the other listed processes. For some time, y~Z •+ e Z has been searched
18

for as a test of the Konopinski-Mahmoud muon number conservation scheme,

in which the y and e have the same quantum number. Today, we realize that

this reaction tests issues similar to those addressed by searches for neutrino-

less double beta decay.
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The first of the two limits on y Z -*• e 2 is the result of a counter

experiment, the same peasurement that produced the limit on y Z •+• e Z.

The second entry is the result of a radiochemical search for y Z •* e Z .

Although the quoted limit (-3x10 ) appears to be more stringent than the

counter experiment limit, we shall see that it is actually considerably less

stringent.

Before proceeding to an examination of the next generation of experiments,

it is useful to look at the parameters of the experiments already completed.

We will look at the two experiments I consider to be the most sophisticated
+ + 10 - -

of those listed in Table 1, the LAMPF y -+ e y search and the SIN y Z -* e Z

search. Kot surprisingly, these have also provided the two lowest branching

ratio limits.

A schematic diagram of the LAMPF y •* e y apparatus (hereafter referred

to as LAMPF y •*• e y (I) is shown in Fig. 2. A surface y beam, coming from

stopped it decay at the surface of the production target, was stopped in a

polyethylene target. The e spectrometer consisted of a bending magnet with

multi-wire proportional chambers before and after the field region. The y

spectrometer consisted of a wall of NaI(T£) crystals, with a sweeping magnet

to remove charged particles coming from the target. The Van de Graaff

accelerator shown in Fig. 2 was used for calibration purposes.

The approach taken in this experiment, as well as in others we will

discuss, was to reduce possible backgrounds to zero over the running time of the

experiment. Some of these backgrounds come from accidental coincidences; to reduce

these/ good timing resolution as well as lower beam peak current are used.

Other backgrounds are of a more intrinsic nature. For example, a background

for y •+• e y is radiative y decay:

y -+ e vvy ,

where _ne neutrinos can in principle take away negligible energy and look like

a y •* e y event. Fortunately, such radiative decay events occupy a small

part of phase space and are thus relatively unlikely. To reduce such intrinsic

backgrounds, good energy and angular resolution are especially important.
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Relevant parameters of the y •* e y (I) experiment are shown in Table 2.

It will be useful to compare these parameters with those expected for upcoming

experiments. We will note an especially large variation in the important

factor of solid angle times efficiency (fi/4Tr)e.

The apparatus used for the SIN p Z •+ e Z search is shown in Fig. 3.

Muons from v decay in a superconducting solenoid were stopped in a sulphur

target. The sulphur target was at the center of a small streamer chamber

which itself was in the (roughly) constant axial magnetic field produced by

a superconducting Heimholtz Coil. Electrons and positrons, emerging from the

target at 90 to the beam, triggered concentric rings of scintillation and

Cerenkov counters; such a trigger was used to fire the high voltage and

cameras of the streamer chamber. The electron/positron energy was then

determined from the curvature of the track as measured in the streamer chamber.

Because this was a singles experiment (a good event involved detecting

only one particle) special care had to be taken to control not only singles

backgrounds, but also the raw trigger rate. The latter was accomplished by

containing the Michel electrons (E <53 MeV) from the target in the magnetic

field region inside the first trigger counters. The most serious potential

source of background events was from radiative n capture with subsequent

production of an asymmetric electron-positron pair. Since there were many

ii 's in the beam- this was a potentially fatal source of background. It was
19

suppressed by pulsing the main proton beam at SIN. The pulsing frequency

was 400 kHz, with a beam-off suppression of about 10~ 7. One then looked for

electrons emitted during the beam-off period, long after the pions had decayed

or been captured.

There are also intrinsic backgrounds in a u Z -•• e Z experiment, of two

main sources:

1) Muon decay in orbit:

u +Z -» Z+e~+v+v

and

2) Radiative muon capture with production of an asymmetric pair.
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Both intrinsic backgrounds can yield electrons of energy - 105 MeV,

which is the signal one is looking for, but both rates are greatly suppressed

by phase space factors. The key tc using the phase space suppression is of

course good energy resolution for the electron/positron. The resolution and

acceptance of the SIN p Z -*• e Z search are shown in Table 3. The chief

limitation on the \T rate was the ability of the beam pulser to maintain a

good suppression factor.

It is interesting to look at the electron and positron spectra obtained

in this experiment. The electron energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Also

shown is a Monte Carlo calculation of the intrinsic backgrounds and a Mont°

Carlo simulation of the events which should have been observed if the
— — ~g
y Z •+ e Z branching ratio were 1x10 . It is clear that the measured spectrum

is consistent with the intrinsic background from muon decay in orbit and from

radiative muon capture.

Fig. 5 shows the measured positron spectrum, as well as the Monte Carlo

simulation of the radiative muon capture background. While the two are certainly

consistent, the interpretation of the data in terms of a limit on v Z •* e Z

is somewhat complicated. This is because one does not expect the positron energy
+ • 20

spectrum from p Z •+ e Z to display a line at the maximum positron energy.

Because the initial and final nuclear states cannot be the same, the average

excitation of the residual nucleus can be quite significant (for normal v
_ i 21

capture, y Z •*• v Z , it is - 15 MeV ). The authors of Ref. 16 assumed an

average excitation of 20 MeV and a width also equal to 20 MeV to quote their

limit of 9xlO~10. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
It is for this reason (the fairly high excitation of the residual

— + »
nuclear system) that radiochemical searches for y Z -> e Z are likely to be

of limited utility. Such searches are obviously sensitive only to the particle-

stable states of the residual nucleus. Since the 8-emitters in the

radiochemical searches are bound by only a few MeV, one is sensitive to only
20

a small portion of the cross section, probably much less than 10%. The

limit shown in Table 1 from Ref. 17 assumed that all of the cross section

went to particle-stable states. Therefore it is in reality a much less

stringent limit on y Z -*• e Z than is the counter experiment.
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The history of experimental branching ratio limits for muon number

violating processes is shown in Fig. 6. Besides showing the relative

lack of interest in the subject between 1965 and 1976, it indicates an
23

exponential improvement with time. It has been said that this means the

longer one waits, the better experiment one does! I prefer to think that

it means the longer one waits, the better experiment one has to do. We

will see in the next section that this exponential improvement in the

branching ratio limits is likely to continue for at least several more years.

UPCOMING EXPERIMENTS

There are a number of experiments to look for muon number violation

that are being installed or planned at the various medium energy accelera-

tors. In this section I will discuss the aims and characteristics of each

of them. Because some of the detector systems will be used to look for more

than one muon number violating process, I will not try to group the experi-

ments according to the reaction or decay to be investigated. Instead, it

seems most sensible to discuss them in the chronological order in which they

are expected to begin taking data. Obviously, this ordering is only a guess

for those experiments which are a few years away.

24
A. TP-IUMF Time Projection Chamber

The aim of the TRIUMF Time Projection Chamber (TPC) project is to look

for the reactions

u Z -* e Z

and
— + >

p Z •+ e Z

The apparatus is schematically shown in Fig. 7. The u beam enters along the

axis of the detector, parallel to a magnetic field in which the TPC is located.

Tracks from e 's and e 's emerging from the target, located at the center of

the TPC, are measured to determine the momentum and origin of the event. The
25

principle of the operation of the TPC has been described elsewhere. Rough-

ly, an applied electric field is parallel to the magnetic field. Therefore,

the ionization electrons drift toward the end regions where they are multi-

plied and collected by x-y wire proportional planes. The position in the
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x-y plane is then given by the centroid of the collected charge on the x-y

wires. The z-position (along the axis) is given by the drift time of the

electrons to the end plane. A number of (x,y,z) determinations are avail-

able for each track, thus making it possible to reconstruct the trajectory

of the e or e .

The TRIUMF experiment is now set up and will begin a long data run in

iber. In fact a pi

already been achieved:'

November. In fact a preliminary branching ratio upper limit for Mn has
2k

V +Mn - e +Mn < 2 x l 0~9

y +Mn -<• v +. ..

While this is not as stringent as the previous limit for 3 2S, it is the

best limit for an isospin non-zero nucleus.

As part of the process of testing the TPC, the TRIUMF group saw evidence

for an interesting effect near the end wires. To test the resolution of the

system, they stopped positive pions in the target and looked for positrons

from r, •* e v decay. The resulting energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.

Besides a clear peak from the IT •* e v decay, one sees the beginning of the

Michel e spectrum, cut off at the low energy end by the acceptance of the

TPC. Unfortunately, the measured resolution (7.2 MeV/c FWHM) is significantly

worse than anticipated. This phenomenon was traced to ExB effects in the

region of the x-y anode wires. Fig. 9 shows a view along the axis of the TPC.

Ionization electrons drift toward the end wires along the direction of the

applied electric field; that is, into the page. However, because the field

lines must end on the wires, ExB can be non-zero in the vicinity of the wire.

This leads to a smearing of the position of the charge arriving at the anode

wire. Since it is the centroid of the charge which is detected, this affects

the position, and therefore energy, resolution. The smearing is very much a

function of the angle the track makes with the anode wire. The measured de-

pendence is shown in Fig. 10. Because electrons and positrons are bent in

opposite directions by the axial magnetic field, their tracks make different

angles with the anode wires. As shown in Fig. 9, the result is that tne

positron resolution is affected significantly while the electron resolution

is relatively unaffected.
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The TRIUMF group believes they understand the effect and that it will

not compromise the expected electron energy resolution of 4%. Energy resolu-

tion is less important for the positron, as we have already discussed. It

never hurts to be lucky'.

Important parameters for the TP.ILMF y 2 •> e~Z experiment are shown in

Table 4. There are large improvements over the SIN experiment (Table 3),

especially in the acceptance of the apparatus. The only serious uncertainty

remaining is whether an RF separator can be used to suppress fast backgrounds
26

from TT -induced events. As mentioned above, data-taking with the full

system is beginning at this time; a run of about one year is planned. This

should allow the group to set an upper limit to y Z •* e Z of less than 10 .

E. LAMPF Crystal Box27

The LAMPF Crystal Box project is an attempt to make major improvements

in the branching ratio limits of several muon number violating processes:
+ + + - + + + +
y -»• e e e , y •* e yy, and y -»• e y. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 11. Positive muons will b<= brought in along the axis of the detector and

stopped in a target at the center. There are eight cylindrical drift chamber

planes to measure the trajectory of emerging charged particles. The drift

chambers are surrounded by plastic scintillator hodoscope counters and by 396

NaI(T£) detectors (hence the name) to measure the energies of electrons, posi-

trons, and y's. There is no magnetic field in this experiment, so reconstructing

the energy of each event depends on the resolution obtained from the Nal (Til)

crystals. These crystals were purchased for optimal energy and position reso-

lution for y's in this energy range.

Reduction of backgrounds to negligible levels depends on reconstructing

the time structure, energy, vector momentum, and vertex of an event as well as

possible. The experiment has been optimized for these requirements. Relevant

parameters are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that Vnexe are large imjrove-

ments over the LAMPF y+ •*• e+y (I) parameters (Table 2). The limitation in

average y rate is due to the necessity to reduce accidental coincidences.

As almost all of the hardware for the experiment is in hand, data-taking

is expected to begin in 1982. Fig. 12 shows the branching ratio limits that

should be reached by the Crystal Box experiment. The y •+ e y (II) line refers
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to the y •+ e y data which will be taken simultaneously with the search for

y -»• e e e and p -»• e YY- The U •* e Y (HI) line refers to a future recon-

figuration of the Nal(TJl) crystals, described below.

± • 28
C. Yale-Pennsylvania-LAMPF y Z •* e Z Search

An experiment to search for v~Z •*• e~Z and v Z •+ e Z* at LAMPF is well along

in preparation. The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 13. The principle

of the detector is similar to that of a TPC. A cylindrical drift chamber is

enclosed in a constant magnetic field whose direction is along the axis of the

drift chamber. The applied electric field, and thus the drift direction, is

parallel to the magnetic field. A y beam is brought in along the axis to stop

in a target at the center of the drift chamber. Electron and positron trajec-

tories emerging from the target are determined by locating the drift electron

charge centroid on the end cap wires and by measuring the drift time to the end

cap. In this case the end cap wires will be radial.

The expected parameters for the experiment are shown in Table 6. It

is hoped to be able to set a branching ratio limit for y Z •* e Z of around 10" 7•

It should be noted that this experiment (muon-electron conversion) in principle

is well-suited for LAMPF because it is a singles experiment ard the relatively

low LAMPF duty factor is not a disadvantage. It is of course still necessary

to suppress the background from v captures. Various methods could be used,

but it is likely that simply using the long Stopped Muon Channel at LAMPF ror

-30 MeV/c y 's will reduce the TT~'S by decay sufficiently for the measurement.

Equipment is under development now for this project.

D. SINDRUM29

A detector system is planned for the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research

(SIN) to look for y+ •* e+e e~ decays. The detector has been named SINDRUM and

is presently being designed. A cylindrical magnetic detector, having large

acceptance and good resolution, is contemplated. Rough parameters are shown in

Table 7. The advantage of using the SIN high duty factor for coincidence ex-

periments is evident. A branching ratio limit for y •* e e e of less than 10

should be attainable. The SINDRUM project is presently being considered at SIN
29

and a decision on its authorization is expected shortly.
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+ + 30
E. LAMPF u H- e y (III)

After the Crystal Box at LAMPF has completed data-taking, it is planned to

reconfigure the Nal(TJl) crystals (as well as about 400 more crystals) into the

arrangement shown in Fig. 14. This will be the p ->• e y (III) experiment at

LAMPF. Surface v 's will be brought in through the pole face of a dipole magnet

to stop in the target at the center. The y energy and position will be measured

in one of two walls of NaI(T£) crystals. The energy of the positron will be

determined by its trajectory in the magnetic field. Anticipated parameters of

the experiment are given in Table 8. The experiment should be quite powerful,

with an ultimate sensitivity to V -* e Y decay of a few xlO~ . This is probably

the rough limit of sensitivity for such experiments at present day medium energy

accelerators. Since there is not a lot of room for improvement in the acceptance

of the experiments and the running times are already fairly long, major improve-

ments in the branching ratios will require much more intense muon beams.

The u -» e y (III) experimental schedule is fairly uncertain because of

the necessity to wait until the Crystal Box runs are completed. It clearly will

not be able to begin data-taking for a few years.

CONCLUSION'S

We have seen that a significant portion of the resources at medium

energy laboratories have been and are being devoted to searches for muon number

violation. It is certainly a legitimate question to ask whether the physics

issues are sufficiently important to justify the expenditures. Such questions

car clearly be answered only subjectively, but that does not mean the answers

are unimportant. It is useful to keep in mind that these are, by any measure,

fundamental experiments. Measurements were underway before present-day OUT's

made muon number violation fashionable. While much of the current interest

comes from the possibility of testing present theories, one would in any event

want to test the conservation law to the limit of the available bean fluxes.

I point this out because experiments can become unfashionable as quickly

as they become fashionable. For example, there is a great deal of interest

currently in neutrino oscillations. Muon number violation is related to

neutrino oscillations: v *-* v implies muon number violation and vice versa.'
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If neutrino oscillations were the only mechanism for muon number violation,

current limits or neutrino masses and mixing would allow only an unobservably

small muon number violation rate. Of course, neutrino oscillations are no_t

the only possible mechanism for muon number violation, and one should viev the

two types of experiments as complementary. Searches for violation of a number

of symmetries that are "unnatural" in the context of present theories are

a major task for experimentalists at many laboratories. The muon number

violation searches at medium energy laboratories form an important part of this

work.
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TABLE 1

Present Branching Ratio Limits for Various

Muon number Violating Processes

+ + < 1.7 x 10"10 LAMPF, Ref. 10.
V •* e T 9

+ < 1.1 x 10 SIN, Ref. 11.
v - all q

< 3.6 x 10 TRIUMF, Ref. 12.

yy _ ++
< 5 x 10 TRIUMF , Ref. 13.+ _̂

+ + +
U •» e e e

+ < 1.9 x 10"9 Dubna, Ref. 14.
v •* all

u Z -*• e Z
< 7 x 10"11 (Z=32S) SIN, Ref. 15.

U Z -<• v + . . .
y

p~Z -» e'V < 9 x 1O~10 (Z=32S) SIN, Ref. 16.

V~Z •+ v + . . . < 3 x 10" 1 0 + + + (Z=127I) SIN, Ref. 17.

t All listed limits are at the 90% confidence level.

t+ This limit is the result of a separate analysis of the TRIUMF
U+ -* e+Y search 2 by the authors of Ref. 13.

+++ This limit comes from a radiochemical experiment, which has
severe limitations in its real sensitivity (see text).
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TABLE 2

Parameters of the LAMPF \i -» e y (I) Experiment

AE

AE

At 2ns

(fi/4Tr)e 1.8%

Average u rate 2.5 x 10 /sec
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TABLE 3

Parameters of the SIN p Z -+• e~Z Search

5.
Ee

5%

Average y rate 3 x 10 /sec
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TABLE 4

Parameters of the TRIUMF TPC v~Z -*• e'Z Search

40%

- 6
Average p rate 10 /sec
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TABLE 5

Parameters of the LAMPF Crystal Box Experiment

AE

Y

AE

if

At 0.7ns

20%

+ 5
Average u rate 5x10 /sec
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TABLE 6

Parameters of the Yale-Pennsylvania-LAMPF p Z -» e Z' Search

AE
—S -3%
Ee

-50%

Average n rate 5xl05/sec
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TABLE 7

Parameters of the SINDRUM y -» e e e Proposal

Am
— ^ 4%

8%

Average p rate 10 /sec
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TABLE 8

Parameters of the LAMPF u •» ; f (III) Experiment

AE

y

AE
— - 0.6%
e

At 0.7ns

16%

Avsrage y rate 2.5x10 /sec
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a) e+

b)

Fig. 1. If u •* e Y decay were observed (la) it would
imply a lower limit on y •+ e+e+e~ decay,
treating the JJ+ -• e+Y vertex as phenomenologi-
cal (lb). However, other mechanisms for muon
number violation could give higher rates for

e + e + e" decay than for u -*• e y.
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LEAD COLLIMAT0H

POLVETHTLEHE
S'ilELOINO

POLYETKTLENC

', POSITNOM
5PCCTROMCTEH
'.MACNET

VETO COUNTER'
IRON
SHIELDING

VAN OE CRAAFF
ACCELERATOR

REHOVAILE
V*CUUM
PIPE

Fig . 2 . Experimental arrangement used for the LAM?"
\i+ •* e+-y (I) experiment.
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Muon- Chamet
KclmhoKi-Coll
ScMHIMion Counter X'
ScintlKst(on Counter* S'
Cerenfcov Counters Y

W l

O.Sm

Fig. 3. Detector system used for the SIK nuon-electron
conversion search.* ~
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SOO J—, MEASURED SPECTRUM

HI

wo-I

•o •O 100
Electron Momentum

300-

WO-

• 0 -

B COMPUTER

M M

r—t |^-Decay in
S3 Radiative p

t
| j—•"Sigrval assuming V

i

i

SIMULATION

Orbit
-Capture

31 Events

• 0 to «>
Elaclren Momentum

Fig. 4. Results of the SIN u Z -*• e Z search. 4a shows
the measured e~ energy spectrum. 4b is a calcu-
lated spectrum due to the expected events from
v decay in orbit and fror rad.itive u-capture.
If the searched for process occurred at a rate
of 1 x 10"^, the additional spectrum shown in
4c should have been observed.



MEASURED SPECTRUM
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Particle Momtntum

100 M«V/C

COMPUTER S/MULAT/ON

Background from Radiative Muon Capture

w 8-

* 6"

I 4-
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0-f
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J=L
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Positron Momentum

100 MeV/e

" , , - • 1 »lO"*«nd f « r • 20MeV

70 90
Poiltron Momentum

100 MeV/e

Fig. 5. Results of the SIN u Z •* e Z" search. 5a shows
the measured e + spectrum. Expected background
from radiative u-capture is shown in 5b. The
total expected spectrum from background events
and real events, assuming a branching ratio of
10~8 and a spectrum shape of E = r = 20 MeV
(see text) is given in 5c.
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VIOLATING PROCESSES
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Fig. 6. History of upper limits for muon number
violating processes
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MESON SPECTROMETER

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the TRIUMF Time Pro-iection
Chamber. It will be used to search for
U~Z •* e~Z and u~Z -*• e+Z'.



00 50 60 70 80 90 100
P(MeV/c)

Fig. 8. Positron momentum spectrum from TT 'S
stopped in the TRIUMF Time Projection
Chamber.
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TYPICAL TRACKS

ANODE
WIRE

Fig. 9. E x B f 0 effects rear an anode wire of the
TRIUMF Time Projection Chamber (see text).
The charge distribution is smaller for
electron tracks thar. for positron tracks.
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015
30 50 70 90 MO 130 150

6(DEGREES)

Fig. 10. Measured x-y resolution in the TP.IUMF TPC
as a function of the angle of the track
with respect to the anode wire (see Fig. 9
for the definition of 6).
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DRIFT CHAMBER
8 PLANES

•0 CRYSTALS DEEP
9 CRYSTALS ACROSS

•36 HODOSCOPE COUNTERS

Fig. 11 . Schematic view of the LAMPF Crystal Box. The
experiment w i l l look for u+ •+ e + e + e" ,

+ + + +
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Crystal Box

10 I week I U I month l 0

Running lime (sec)

Fig. 12. Projected branching ratio limits for the LAMPF
Crystal Box as a function of running time.
The line labelled u+ •+ e*y (III) refers to a
later experiment, as discussed in the text.
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Experimental Arrangement for^T-^e" Conversion

Cryottot-

Active Region of Drift Chomber

Coil

Fig. 13. Detector system for the u~Z -» e±z' search at
1AMPF. The principle of operation of the de-
tector is similar to that of a time projection
chamber (see text).
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Fig. 14. Design of the future LAMPF v* •* e*y (III)
experiment-


